
My Trip to the AKC National Championship and the Westminster Dog Show 

Because of the ASSA’s generous scholarship given to me for qualifying for the 2019 AKC 
National Championship and the 2020 Westminster Dog Show, I was able to attend both shows 
and experience a chance-of-a-lifetime opportunity. Having watched the dog shows in previous 
years on television, I had always dreamed of being able to go to these prestigious dog shows. 
Making it my goal at the end of 2018 after winning a Best Junior Handler award at the CNY 
Shetland Sheepdog Specialty, I worked very hard to qualify for these shows. Needing to win my 
class a total of 5 times to attend the National Championship and to even further win Best Junior 
Handler a total of 7 times to qualify for Westminster, I made it my purpose to acquire the 
necessary wins. Due to the immense help of countless sheltie enthusiasts including those in the 
ASSA organization, I learned many tips and tricks to show my blue merle, Cicero, to my best 
ability.  

Competing at these shows gave me the opportunity to watch the top AKC sheltie handlers and 
learn new techniques to enhance my showmanship abilities and the qualities of my dog. As a 
first generation dog handler who travels to dog shows on weekends with her parents, this 
scholarship enabled me to experience both shows and to make my dreams come true.  

A few things that I learned from my experience as a junior handler, and specifically after 
attending these big dog shows, that I would like to share with future juniors would include: to 
always look out for the best interest of your dog by making them feel comfortable, relaxed, and 
happy. I also learned that showing shelties can sometimes cause you to be overlooked because 
people assume that you do not have to work as hard as others do, but you should persevere 
through this presumption—knowing that you sometimes have to work just as hard or harder 
than other kids.  

After going to these shows, I am certainly convinced that the Shetland Sheepdog is a breed that 
I would love to continue in. Throughout this whole journey, I have come to the realization of 
how much I love my dogs. I am excited to learn more about the breed as a whole and to get 
started in the aspect of becoming a sheltie breeder, handler, and overall-lover of this very 
special breed of dog. 

Sincerely,  

Rachel A Eckler  
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